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Abstract: In this article, novel 3D printed sensors for temperature measurement are presented. A
planar structure of the resistive element is made, utilizing paths of a conductive filament embedded
in an elastic base. Both electrically conductive and flexible filaments are used simultaneously during
the 3D printing procedure, to form a ready–to–use measuring device. Due to the achieved flexibility,
the detectors may be used on curved and irregular surfaces, with no concern for their possible
damage. The geometry and properties of the proposed resistance detectors are discussed, along with
a printing procedure. Numerical models of considered sensors are characterized, and the calculated
current distributions as well as equivalent resistances of the different structures are compared.
Then, a nonlinear influence of temperature on the resistance is experimentally determined for the
exemplary planar sensors. Based on these results, using first–order and hybrid linear–exponential
approximations, the analytical formulae are derived. Additionally, the device to measure an average
temperature from several measuring surfaces is considered. Since geometry of the sensor can be
designed utilizing presented approach and printed by applying fused deposition modeling, the
functional device can be customized to individual needs.

Keywords: temperature sensors; wearable electronics; 3D printing; planar structures

1. Introduction

One of the most common measurements in engineering practice is the temperature
measurement. This task is mainly achievable using factory–manufactured thermocouples
and resistance temperature detectors (RTDs), made of semiconductors or metals. However,
currently, a novel technique to synthesize temperature detectors is proposed, i.e., a 3D
printing technology, which has become very popular over the past few years. Due to an
ability to make three–dimensional elements with arbitrary shapes, this technology was
used to create home–use and decorative objects, but also found its applications in rapid
prototyping [1,2] and industrial production [3]. Despite cost–intensive printing of metal
structures, the fused deposition modeling (FDM) is currently available for commercial
and non–commercial users [4]. Since FDM printers and filaments based on polylactic acid
(PLA), acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) or nylon are generally accessible, it is now
possible to fabricate a specific object at low cost and minimum complexity. Typical PLA is
a relatively rigid and brittle dielectric material; however, some other PLA–based filaments
were recently proposed, such as conductive [5,6], flexible [7,8] and ferromagnetic [9].
A properly designed structure, synthesized as the combination of these materials, can
operate as the functional device. The examples are tactile sensors, composed of flexible
and conductive filaments, able to measure force or receive contact information [10] and
parallelepiped magnetic sheets utilized as microwave absorbers [9].
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The most popular applications of conductive filament are strain and pressure sen-
sors [5,10], which can be used for tracking the position of objects [11]. FDM also has some
biomedical applications, since lactate, glucose and cell toxicity detectors have been pro-
duced [12]. The conductive PLA was proposed as a new way to form complex electrically
conductive paths to connect electronic elements and electric sources [6]. Whereas Zhao
et al. [13] have utilized conductive fibers and 3D printing technology to synthesize an
asymmetric supercapacitor.

Additionally, the 3D printed temperature sensors were proposed. The initial designs
were the solid cuboids with elongated length and relatively long connecting paths, printed
of carbon–based PLA embedded in ABS or PLA [5,14,15]. The detectors had simple form
and were able to measure the temperature at particularly specified locations. Nonetheless,
rigid elements were prone to mechanical damage, while long connections have introduced
parasitic resistances, especially noticeable after using elastic encapsulation and putting
mechanical stress on the structure [6]. Some other approaches were also discussed, since
temperature sensors were made using inkjet printing with conductive ink [16], geopolymers
extruded from pressurized cartridges [17], thermochromic materials [18], mixtures of
graphene and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [8] and vacuum deposition from nanofilter to
PDMS [19]. However, dedicated plotters or non–commercially available mixtures (inks)
were required to print these structures. Recently introduced biomedical applications, such
as body temperature reporting systems [18], smart gloves [20], fever alarm armbands [21]
and thermal imaging [22] are related with measurements from surfaces with different
shapes and sizes. Flexible temperature detectors could be specifically designed for these
devices and easily incorporated into their structure. As a result, the engineers are currently
facing the challenge of utilizing the technology and production process of temperature
sensors, which can be based on widely accessible materials and printers, simultaneously
allowing designing structures that are customized to individual needs of users.

In this paper, a novel type of 3D printed planar temperature sensor is presented. The
discussed structures are functioning as an extension of the currently developed resistance
detectors, intended to use for the measurement of a temperature at surfaces with different
shapes. The main purpose of the article is to introduce the proposed elements and analyze
their electrical properties as well as validate their ability to operate as temperature detectors.
The design, 3D printing procedure and a concept of measuring the average temperature
from several surfaces, using a two–port network measurement, are also indicated. The
results of numerical simulation of the current distribution are characterized, along with the
calculated resistance of the proposed detectors. The fabricated sensors were subjected to
experimental tests in order to find the temperature dependence of the resistance. On this
basis, the analytical formulae were derived. In addition, an exemplary device, consisting
of four sensors, is characterized.

2. Analyzed Devices

The proposed temperature detectors can be used as a part of other devices or form
another type of measuring system. As an example, a surface consisting of several sensors
may be considered (Figure 1). It can be placed on the top, under or taped to the object. An
elastic substrate holds elements collectively; still, in some cases it will not be mandatory
and detectors can be placed separately and connected by wires.

Since sensors are printed on a flexible substrate, it is possible to customize their size
and geometry to curved or irregular objects. Then, by connecting them using, e.g., ultra–
thin laminated copper wires, the temperature from several measuring surfaces will be
found. Moreover, sensors can be connected in series to measure an average temperature
from all detectors at once. In the general case, as long as the connections have to be relatively
long, it is worthwhile to resign from printing the connecting paths using conductive
filament and instead utilize thin copper tapes or wires [23].
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Figure 1. An exemplary application of 3D printed surfaces with planar sensors embedded in a
flexible substrate, dedicated to individual needs and purposes.

In some applications, the temperature measurement at a specific point is undesirable,
as it is not taking into account temperature distribution in a surrounding area. The main
function of the discussed planar resistance detectors is to measure the temperature at
surfaces with dimensions d × d, as shown on Figure 2, thereby a simple averaging of
temperature within this surface is performed. The path with constant width (w) and
thickness (h), printed of electrically conductive filament, is enclosed within the measuring
surface and embedded into flexible insulation, which is also providing a separation (s)
between the subsequent parts of the path. The examples of printed sensors are shown in
Figure 3, while the printing procedure is discussed in detail in Section 3.3.
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Figure 2. The proposed structures of surface temperature detectors: (a) composition of the structure with perpendicular
contacts, (b) sensor with shifted parallel contacts and (c) sensor with centered parallel contacts.

Three types of sensors were prepared, since detectors can be placed at different
angles and locations, while the position of the contacts should not affect the arrangement
of external connecting wires. As the result, the resistive sensors with perpendicular
(Figure 2a), shifted parallel (Figure 2b) and centered parallel (Figure 2c) contacts were
proposed. The length of the conductive paths was matched so that the resistance of each
detector was approximately identical. Moreover, if the geometry of paths will be preserved
then, by rotating and isotropic scaling of the sensor as well as changing the width of path
(w), it will be possible to adjust an arrangement and the size of measuring surface and an
equivalent resistance of the element.
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Figure 3. The printed temperature detectors: (a) sensor with perpendicular contacts, (b) sensor with parallel contacts and
(c) rectangular surface with four sensors embedded in a flexible substrate.

3. Methods

In this section, the sensors are analyzed numerically in order to find the current
distribution and resulting equivalent resistances. Then, the temperature dependence of
the resistance is formulated for the two cases, i.e., when the dependency is linear and non–
linear. Next, a printing procedure of the discussed elements (Figure 3) is characterized, since
a double extruder with two different filaments has to be used. Finally, the experimental
stand and measuring procedure is presented.

3.1. Numerical Model

The three–dimensional models of sensors (Figure 2) were prepared in COMSOL
Multiphysics software. The program was utilized to find an electric field distribution
using finite element method (FEM). Since the stationary electric field was considered in
nonhomogeneous domains, the Laplace equation was used [24]

∇ · (σ∇V) = 0, (1)

where: ∇—del operator, σ—electrical conductivity in [S/m], V—electric potential in [V].
Then, after numerically solving Equation (1), the current density vector (J) can be calculated
using Equation (2)

J = −σ∇V. (2)

The equivalent resistance of the element (Re) may be found based on total power dissipation
(Pt) in the entire volume of the model, using formulae

Pt =
∫
v

|J|2

σ
dv, (3)

Re =
U2

e
Pt

, (4)

where: v—volume of the model in [m3], |J|—current density norm in [A/m2], Ue—voltage
drop of an external source in [V].

The numerical models had to be complemented by the boundary conditions (BC). At
the Contact 1, a unit electric potential was applied (U1 = 1 V) and on the Contact 2 a ground
BC was assigned (U2 = 0 V), hence Ue = U1 − U2. Additionally, the electric insulation BC
was added at external surfaces. The models had a constant length (d = 20 mm), width
of a path (w = 2 mm) and separation (s = 2 mm). The height of an element, which is the
thickness of a sensor including flexible base, was 2h = 1 mm, whilst thickness of conductive
path was h = 0.5 mm, so the dimensions of the entire model were d + 5 mm × d + 5 mm ×
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h = 25 × 25 × 1 mm (Figure 2a). The conductivity of flexible PLA (σf) was set to 0, while
conductivity of conductive PLA (σc) to 17.42 S/m, according to the resistivity at 25 ◦C of
the filament from Protoplant INC [5].

3.2. Analytical Formulation

The resistance of structures may be found using formula for the resistance of a con-
ductor with a constant cross–section

Ra =
l

σcS
=

l
σcwh

, (5)

where: Ra—analytically estimated resistance in [Ω], l—total length of the conductive path
in [m], S—cross–section of the path in [m2]. The main issue with Equation (5) is the non–
constant value of S, due to changes of the width (mostly in vertices) along the length of the
path. Moreover, the total length (l) has to be estimated but, in these cases, paths are not a
straight wires or tapes. Still, it may be acceptable to define l, e.g., as a half of the perimeter
of the path minus the length of the Contact 1 and Contact 2, which is

l =
p− 2w

2
, (6)

where: p—perimeter of the conductive path in [m]. The length expressed by Equation (6)
can be directly interpreted as the average distance between Contact 1 and 2 along the
path. Nonetheless, taking into account a nonhomogeneous distribution of a current density,
to accurately predict resistances the numerical models should be used. The comparison
between numerically and analytically calculated values is discussed in Section 4.

The main phenomenon, used for the measurements conducted by resistance temper-
ature detectors, is the change of the resistance due to the changes of temperature. In the
classic approach [25] this dependency should be linear and expressed as

R = Rr[1 + α(T − Tr)], (7)

where: Tr—reference temperature in [◦C], Rr—resistance at reference temperature in [Ω],
α—first–order temperature coefficient in [1/◦C]. Equation (7) is the first–order model of
RTD; however, recent works [5,6] have shown that second–order models can be more
suitable for conductive PLA

R = Rr

[
1 + β(T − Tr) + γ(T − Tr)

2
]
, (8)

where: β and γ—second–order model temperature coefficients. Although, we have also
proposed hybrid linear–exponential approximation, expressed as

R = Rr

[
1− δ + α(T − Tr) + δeτ(T−Tr)

]
, (9)

where: δ and τ—exponential model temperature coefficients. The disadvantage of Equa-
tion (8) is that, in some point of the characteristic, it leads to an increase in the resistance at
low temperatures, while the resistance should decrease with decreasing temperature [5].
The model from Equation (9) eliminates this disadvantage, simultaneously taking into
account nonlinear increase at high temperatures.

In some applications, an average value of the temperature from several devices is
needed. In order to find it, the resistance of each sensor can be measured separately, and
then temperatures are calculated and averaged in the memory of the microcontroller. If
proposed sensors are utilized, which are designed to possess approximately identical
resistance at reference temperature, one may assume that Rr1 = Rr2 = . . . = Rrn = Rr as
well as α1 = α2 = . . . = αn = α, where n is the number of all sensors. Let us consider a
circuit presented in Figure 4 and a case, when the range of measured temperatures fits the
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first–order model from Equation (7). An equivalent resistance (Rs) of a series connection of
sensors can be expressed as

Rs =
n

∑
i=1

Ri =
n

∑
i=1

Rr[1 + α(Ti − Tr)], (10)

which, after some transformations and division of both sides by n, will lead to

Rs

n
= Rr(1− αTr) + αRr

(
1
n

n

∑
i=1

Ti

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Tavg

. (11)
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The last component in Equation (11) is an average value of the temperatures (Tavg)
measured by RTDs. Hence, the formula for Tavg is

Tavg =
Rs
n − Rr(1− αTr)

αRr
. (12)

It is assumed that the reference temperature (Tr), number of sensors (n) and their
parameters (Rr, α) are known; therefore, only the equivalent resistance (Rs) has to be
measured in order to find the average temperature. The Equation (12) is valid only for the
first–order model, since by using Equation (8) or Equation (9) and the presented approach,
the higher–order components of temperatures will appear, making it impossible to derive
the mean value. As the result, it is crucial to define the range of temperatures for which
first–order model is applicable.

3.3. Printing Procedure

The models were 3D printed using Ultimaker 3 printer with dual extrusion cores
(Figure 5), which gave an ability to use two different filaments at the same time. For
flexible and insulating parts the NinjaFlex was chosen [26], while paths were made using
Proto–pasta Conductive PLA [27]. For both materials, nozzles with diameter 0.4 mm were
used, since second filament requires at least 0.4 mm nozzle to prevent potential clogging.

The temperatures of nozzles were set to 215 ◦C, while temperature of a build plate
was set to 55 ◦C. No additional adhesion, such as a brim, raft or gluing was needed on the
build plate. The printing speed was reduced to 25 mm/s, while travel speed to 50 mm/s.
A slow printing is required, since conductive filament is highly viscous after melting and
sticks to surrounding parts of the printed object, leaving black marks and conductive traces
in undesirable areas.
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the print (a raft in upper right corner was used for cleaning the print heads during the operation).

For utilized nozzles, it is possible to have the thinnest layer of 0.05 mm. While
thick layers decrease printing time, the associated disadvantage is lower precision and
reproducibility of resulted prints. Since the thickness of models was 2h = 1 mm, a structure
was divided into 10 layers, 0.1 mm each, which was two times thicker than the thinnest
layer, but also three times thinner than the thickest possible layer (0.32 mm). In this case,
the crucial elements (conductive paths) were synthesized of 5 layers, which should have
ensured sufficient reproducibility of the thickness of paths in a printed structure.

The models had to be printed with 100% infill to prevent the situation that some parts
would be empty inside. However, instead of using standard filling with the preset patterns,
the number of top and bottom layers was set to the value of all layers in the model. As the
result, interlacing and adhering lines have formed solid layers and identical, full infill in all
layers was obtained.

The sensors with perpendicular and shifted parallel contacts were 3D printed (Figure 3).
The elastic substrate (white parts) was used to achieve a flexibility of the structures. The
conductive filament (black parts) is rigid and brittle, hence a uniform plate (a slab with
dimension d× d× h) printed of this material will resist mechanically and break after apply-
ing too much force. While meander–type paths, used in fabricated planar detectors, have
required much less force to bend the element and no mechanical damage was observed.
Additionally, a device consisting of four sensors (two perpendicular and parallel) and
printed connecting paths was made (Figure 3c). The device can be used, e.g., as a band to
measure an effective temperature at selected surface of the human body.

3.4. Experimental Setup

To measure the temperature dependence of resistance of printed sensors (Figure 3a,b)
a miniaturized version of a climate chamber was created (Figure 6). The housing was
made of mechanically and thermally reinforced filament, which was able to operate up to
90 ◦C [28]. The Peltier module, with nominal power of 36 W, was put on the top of the
chamber and cooled by a heat sink with fan. The interior of the chamber was insulated
with polystyrene and covered by a copper tape on the inside. Thereby, it was possible to
adjust the temperature and insulate samples from the environment.

The temperature was measured within the range from 0 to 70 ◦C using a thermocouple
probe with the uncertainty of uT = 1.1 ◦C. The resistance was measured by Rigol DM3068
multimeter with uncertainty uR = 1.2 Ω (Figure 6b). Due to thermal inertia of the samples,
the resistance was read five minutes after reaching the set temperature.
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Figure 6. The miniaturized version of a temperature chamber used as an experimental stand: (a) a general view on the set
and (b) the stand and samples prepared for the measurements.

An initial experiment has shown that the resistivity of the printed elements was
decreasing during the first measurement, even though a constant room temperature was
preserved. Therefore, we have left samples connected to a multimeter and after twelve
hours the stabilization of the resistance was reached. This phenomenon was observed only
after printing the structures, since further measurements indicated the same value as it
was after reaching stabilization point. In [6], different conductive filaments were subjected
to electrical stress test and similar observations were registered. The voltage stress was
especially significant for a sample with 20% of the carbon filling (by weight), while for
other samples the resistance drop was negligible. The microstructure of a conductive
PLA, probably related with the formation of electrical connections between conductive
particles inside polymer matrix, can be a possible explanation of these phenomena. As a
consequence, it is advisable to perform this kind of initialization of the conductive filament,
using external source of electric field, before proceeding to the major experiment or practical
applications.

4. Results and Discussion

At the beginning, the electric current distribution is analyzed to indicate the main dif-
ference between simple solid plate and proposed planar sensors. Then, the comparison of
reference resistances, computed using numerical model (Section 3.1) and analytical formu-
lae (Section 3.2) is performed. In the next section, the results of experimental measurements
are discussed, along with three approximation models of the temperature dependence of
the resistance. Finally, an exemplary device to measure the mean value of temperature
from four surfaces and corresponding results are presented.

The geometrical parameters of detectors were identical as those listed in the last
paragraph in Section 3.1. The relative differences between resistances were calculated using
Equation (13)

∆Ra,b =
Ra − Rb

Rb
100%, (13)

where: Ra and Rb—resistances between which the relative difference is calculated in [Ω].
Three sensors were considered, i.e., with perpendicular, shifted parallel and centered
parallel contacts which were named as Sensor 1, Sensor 2 and Sensor 3, respectively.

4.1. Electric Field and Resistance Analysis

The current density distribution, calculated using finite element method (FEM), is
shown in Figure 7. The simplest planar sensor made of conductive PLA is a solid rectangu-
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lar plate (Figure 7a). For the contacts attached perpendicularly, the current flows mainly
in the bottom area of the sensor, while much less current flows through the upper half.
Since the planar sensor should measure the temperature from the entire surface, the non–
uniform current distribution will lead to incorrect readings. The determined temperature
is related with the measured current Ie, thus if most of the electric charge flows particularly
through some area of an element, the temperature only of this area will be found. It is also
worthwhile to note that the thermal conductivity of polymers with conductive fillers is
still less than 2 W/mK [29], so the plate made of PLA will not behave as the thermally
conductive metal. Therefore, the temperature does not have to be uniformly distributed
over the surface.
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Figure 7. The relative current density distribution: (a) solid plate made of conductive PLA, (b) sensor with perpendicular
contacts (Sensor 1) and (c) sensor with parallel contacts (Sensor 2).

To overcome these problems, a meander–type structure of considered sensors can
be applied. The paths are arranged in a way so the current flows at the edges and in an
inner area of the measuring surface (Figure 7b,c). The current density distribution is more
uniform and as the result, the entire current Ie is directly related with the temperature
distributed along the conductive path. The disadvantages of the meanders are locally
higher values of the current density, observed at the vertexes of the path (red dots in
Figure 7b,c). However, rounding or cutting vertexes can eliminate them.

The resistances calculated using numerical models and analytical formulae are in-
versely proportional to the thickness (h) and width (w) of the conductive path (Figure 8a,b),
and the obtained values for both models were not identical. The analytical model assumes
uniform current density along the entire conductive path, while previously discussed
numerical simulations indicated divergences in the current density near the vertexes. The
relative difference between numerically (Rn) and analytically (Rc) estimated reference
resistances is constant with respect to the thickness (Figure 8a), e.g., ∆Rc,n = 13.52% for
Sensor 1 with d = 20 mm and w = s = 2 mm. However, ∆Rc,n is not constant for the different
widths and changes with respect to the width as well as geometry of the sensor (Figure 8c).
It is worthwhile to note that for small widths (e.g., w < 0.075d) the analytical formulae may
be acceptable, since the relative differences are less than 10%. Still, for the thicker paths,
these differences are significant and can be even higher than 20%.
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4.2. Identification of Temperature Coefficients

In Table 1, the calculated reference resistances (at Tr = 25 ◦C) of three printed structures
were compared with the measured values. The resistances from numerical models were
higher than measured; nevertheless, the relative differences were acceptable, whereas
differences between theoretical and measured values were significant (∆Rc,m > 16%). Fur-
thermore, both measurements and numerical models have shown that resistances of consid-
ered elements are not equal where, despite possessing very similar length of the meander,
Sensor 2 had the highest resistance and Sensor 3 the lowest. Analytical formulae were able
to indicate this variation, yet also indicated incorrect equality of resistances of Sensors 1
and 2. As the result, divergences of measured (Rm) and theoretical (Rc) reference resistances
and the increasing errors for larger widths (Figure 8c), are limiting the usage of analytical
formulae to initial predictions of reference resistances of relatively thin paths, while in
other cases numerical models have to be utilized.

Table 1. Measured (Rm), numerically (Rn) and analytically (Rc) calculated reference resistances, and
the relative differences (∆R) for three sensors with d = 20 mm, w = s = 2 mm, h = 0.5 mm.

Sensor Rm (kΩ) Rn (kΩ) ∆Rn,m Rc (kΩ) ∆Rc,m

1 5.69 5.97 4.80% 6.77 19.01%
2 5.83 6.07 4.05% 6.77 16.12%
3 5.51 5.85 6.18% 6.66 20.77%

While presenting in Section 3.2 the concept of measuring an average temperature from
series connected sensors, the assumption was made that Rr of sensors are equal. From
Table 1, one may find that meanders do not have ideally identical resistances. However,
the divergence of the reference resistances, with relation to the mean value of Rm, is less
than 3%, which can be considered as an admissible value.

The Sensor 1 and Sensor 2 were additionally subjected to experimental measurements
of temperature coefficients of resistance (TCR). The temperature–resistance characteris-
tics were obtained and, based on the measured values (black dotted line in Figure 9),
the coefficients of analytical models were found (Table 2). Three approximations were
considered, i.e., first–order expressed by Equation (7), second–order by Equation (8) and
hybrid by Equation (9). During an optimization process, the root–mean–square devia-
tion (RMSD) between the acquired data and model was chosen as the indicator to be
minimized. TCR of the linear model was 0.0087 1/◦C and 0.0073 1/◦C for Sensor 1 and
Sensor 2, respectively, which is more than 2 times higher than TCR of, e.g., silver, copper
or aluminum [30]. Moreover, in [5] the measured temperature coefficient was between
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0.0036 1/◦C and 0.0169 1/◦C (based on sensitivity 0.1 Ω/◦C and resistance 27.66 Ω at
10 ◦C as well as sensitivity 0.85 Ω/◦C and resistance 50.28 Ω at 70 ◦C), so the estimated
coefficient of Sensors 1 and 2 fits within this range. This indicates that conductive PLA has
a sufficiently high α and can be successfully used to fabricate temperature detectors.

Table 2. Optimal values of approximation coefficients and corresponding RMSD of three models.

Model α (1/◦C) β (1/◦C) γ (1/◦C2) δ (–) τ (1/◦C) RMSD (◦C)

1st order, Sensor 1 0.0087 – – – – 0.174
2nd order, Sensor 1 – −0.02072 0.00227 – – 1.153

Hybrid, Sensor 1 0.0087 – – 0.0462 0.0964 0.269
1st order, Sensor 2 0.0073 – – – – 0.125
2nd order, Sensor 2 – −0.01191 0.00181 – – 0.668

Hybrid, Sensor 2 0.0073 – – 0.0464 0.0925 0.206
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Figure 9. The measured and approximated by analytical models temperature dependence of the resistance for: (a) the
Sensor 1 and (b) the Sensor 2.

For the quadratic model, two coefficients were found (β and γ), where the first one
was different than α and had a negative value. As the result, the second–order model
should not be treated as an extension of linear model, but as a separate approximation
function. Moreover, the coefficients of hybrid model were identified. While the values of α,
β and γ were not significantly different for two types of sensors, the values of δ and τ were
nearly identical. The hybrid model also utilizes TCR from linear model, hence it can be
treated as an adequate extension of the first–order approximation.

In Figure 9, the measured characteristics and the approximations are presented. The
first–order formula is valid only within some range of temperatures. According to Figure 9,
a linear dependency (green solid line) is observed from 0 to less than 40 ◦C, where the
values start to increase non–linearly. Taking into account the 5 ◦C margin, this range was
estimated as 0 ÷ 35 ◦C. It follows that the linear model can be used for modeling behavior
of the sensor at low temperatures.

The quadratic formula also requires the pre–imposed limit of temperatures. In this
case, the temperatures ranging from 20 to 70 ◦C are considered. This approximation can
complement the linear model in terms of modeling the resistance at high temperatures.
Figure 9a,b shows that second–order model leads to major errors at the temperatures lower
than Tr. Additionally, a mismatch between 50 and 60 ◦C appears. Obtained characteristics
are consistent with observations from [5,6] where the quadratic approximation, starting
from 10 to 20 ◦C, also had to be used. Still, the estimated limit of planar resistors linear
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approximation (35 ◦C) can be shifted. The results reported in [6,15] show, that a type of
filling used in conductive filament has an impact on the linear range. For example, an
application of filaments with graphene or 32.3% of carbon filler has shifted the linear range
nearly to 70 ◦C.

The hybrid model is a combination of the linear approximation, to correctly model
resistance at low temperature, and an exponential component, to model a non–linear
increase in the resistance at high temperatures. The characteristics from Figure 9 (red solid
line) are nearly perfectly fitted to measured data within the entire range of the considered
temperatures. Hence, the hybrid approach can be used as a more versatile method of
modeling of the temperature detectors based on conductive PLA.

4.3. Average Temperature Measurement

To validate a concept of measuring an average temperature, a planar device consisting
of four sensors and a flexible insulating substrate was 3D printed (Figure 10). Elements
were connected using short paths (1 mm thick), printed of conductive PLA. Each detector
had identical geometrical parameters as previously discussed Sensor 1 and Sensor 2. Before
proceeding to the main experiments, the resistances of detectors and connections were
found. A mean value of the reference resistance of a single sensor was Re = 5.565 kΩ, while
a quarter of the total resistance of connecting paths was Rp = 0.847 kΩ (Tr = 25 ◦C and
α = 0.0087 1/◦C). Then, Equation (12) was used to calculate the average temperature Ta,
where it was assumed that Rr = Re + Rp.
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Figure 10. The configuration to determine an average temperature of a four–sensor device.

To perform the measurements Peltier modules were attached to detectors D_I and
D_II. The left half was insulated using polystyrene, while the right half was left open to
ensure a convective cooling of elements D_III and D_IV. The temperature was measured
at the center of each sensor using a thermocouple. Three cases were considered (Table 3).
In Case 1, the highest possible temperature of 35 ◦C (at which the linear approximation
is valid) and much lower temperature (11 ◦C) were applied, to create a high gradient
of temperatures. In Case 2, the opposite situation was considered, where the values of
temperatures at different detectors are similar. Meanwhile, in Case 3, the possibility of
averaging low temperatures and the room temperature was tested.

Table 3. The temperatures set on the individual elements.

Detector Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

D_I 35.0 ◦C 26.0 ◦C 9.0 ◦C
D_II 11.0 ◦C 21.5 ◦C 4.0 ◦C
D_III 24.0 ◦C 23.5 ◦C 22.0 ◦C
D_IV 23.0 ◦C 23.5 ◦C 23.0 ◦C
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The mean values of temperatures (Tavg) were measured by a thermocouple and listed
in Table 3. The Case 1 and Case 2 were designed to have similar values of Tavg and
verify, if the two–port measurement will be able to provide a correct value of the average
temperature, despite small differences. The results in Table 4 shows that calculated average
temperature (Ta) was correct in Case 2 (relative difference less than 1%). In Case 1, the
difference was more significant (7.66%); however, a derived value of Ta (21.47 ◦C) was still
close to the exact value (23.25 ◦C).

Table 4. The measured series resistances (Rs), calculated mean temperatures (Ta) and measured
average temperatures (Tavg).

Parameter Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Rs (kΩ) 24.86 25.29 23.27
Ta (◦C) 21.47 23.40 14.34

Tavg (◦C) 23.25 23.63 14.50
∆T = |Ta −
Tavg|/Tavg

7.66% 0.97% 1.08%

Good agreement was also found in Case 3, where relative difference was 1.08%, so
the estimated temperature differed from the exact by 0.16 ◦C. In each case, the qualitative
agreement was preserved, since measurements indicated lower average temperature in
Case 1 compared to Case 2, while the lowest temperature was found in Case 3.

5. Conclusions

The novel planar resistance temperature detectors were proposed. It was shown that
using commercially available printer and filaments, it is possible to 3D print sensors, which
are able to measure the temperature at specific surfaces. Three types of elements, char-
acterized by identical resistance but different internal geometry and position of contacts,
were introduced. Due to a thin shape, the usage of flexible filament and meander–shaped
conductive paths, it was possible to create elastic elements, which can be easily scaled and
adjusted to specific applications.

The numerical models of detectors were presented along with the resulting analysis
of the current density distribution. The results have shown that a solid conductive plate
was not able to provide the uniform current flow through its structure, while a conductive
path distributed over the measuring surface have overcome this problem. The numerical
simulations have proven that proposed elements have approximately the same resistance,
yet different than those estimated analytically. Still, analytical formulae for the reference
resistance and the first–order temperature dependence of the resistance at low temperatures,
may be used to model the properties of planar sensors with thin paths.

The sensors were tested experimentally and the temperature coefficients were esti-
mated. The conducted research has indicated a linear temperature dependence of resistance
from 0 to 35 ◦C, while for higher temperatures this dependency was non–linear, hence a
second–order approximation should be utilized. Nonetheless, the entire range of tempera-
tures was correctly modeled by the hybrid approximation, where both linear part at low
temperatures and non–linear increase at high temperatures were accurately represented.
Finally, a device consisting of four sensors was used to determine a mean value of tempera-
tures. The results have shown that, using presented approach, the average temperature
was found with the acceptable accuracy.
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